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I love Hacking

● Got into hacking at the innocent age of 12, 

pushing 40 these days.

● First “white hat hacker” job at age 19

● Did my master thesis on hacking

● Did my PhD on hacking

● Spent a few years building automated code 

analysis to help in my hacking

● Today:

○ I run an IT security consultancy to show our 

customers how they, too, can be hacked :)

○ I teach hacking at the university to pass on the 

joy to tomorrow’s hackers



Late 1990’s book on the internet

● Got this book from a friend on my 12th birthday

● The company that published this book no longer exists

● The currency it was bought in no longer exists

● All of the content is still entirely relevant to how the internet 
functions today



The TCP/IP(v4) stack still forms the basis of the internet today

● The protocols were devised in the 1970s

● It was believed at the time that an improved version of IPv4 named IPv6 would soon replace IPv4

● Many people back then were saying that gaining a too deep knowledge of any particular technology does not 

make sense because it would be out the door tomorrow.



IPv6 adoption today



What does that mean for internet security?

● The internet is based on protocols designed in the 70s without security in mind, and that is hard to change now

● Even the effort to replace IPv4 with IPv6 initiated over 20 years ago has not yet succeeded

● So, what happens when design flaws are found in internet protocols?



The “Kaminsky Bug” (2008)

● A story that illustrates how hard it is to fix anything in TCP/IP

● Dan Kaminsky presented a realistic and practical attack on the internet’s “domain name 

system” (part of the TCP/IP stack)

● DNS is the protocol that tells your browser where to find “fnb.co.za”

● The attack allowed attackers on the public internet to redirect users to their own fake versions 

of “fnb.co.za” (or any other domain!), without seeing the communication between DNS 
servers



Ingredients of the vulnerability

● The domain name system uses raw “User Datagram Protocol (UDP)” Datagrams (part of the TCP/IP stack)

● Senders are not verified: you can pretend that the packet is coming from someone else (“spoofing”)
● The DNS protocol itself also does not provide any authentication:

○ Your answer will be considered valid if you send it to the right place and with the right sequence number

○ The sequence number is not meant to be a secret and was often just obtained by increasing a counter

○ The sequence number was only 16 bit wide (65536 possible values), so even guessing it was easy

● Dan Kaminsky put these ingredients together and showed how they allowed to easily guess the sequence 

number before a valid answer from the actual server was returned =>

this allowed “poisoning” DNS to point to point “fnb.co.za” to an attacker-controlled IP



The sad part: solution had been readily available since 1999

● An extension to DNS called “DNSSEC” was completed as early as 1999

● The extension allows for digital signing of DNS records to allow verifying authenticity

● To this day, DNSSEC is only supported by a small number of DNS servers on the internet

● Even if a user decides to use DNSSEC for “fnb.co.za”, if FNB does not support it, they can’t.

DNSSEC deployment has not succeeded to this day



The fix that was deployed

● To this day, DNS does not offer authentication

● Instead, the port number is now randomized so it is harder to know where to send the packet

● In 2020, a team of researchers showed that guessing the port is also quite feasible by exploiting a side channel

● The fix for that was to make the side channel less reliable

● Again, no authentication was added to DNS, and that’s understandable, because it is a huge undertaking

● It is “fixed” now, phew.

These are the crumbling foundations of the internet. Now, let’s build more on top.



“Oh wow! Were there more devastating bugs like this?”



Yes, everything is constantly and remakably broken

● Design bugs in core protocols that are hard to fix are interesting, but the reality is that attackers care primarily 

about the criticality of bugs

● Dan Kaminsky’s bug won a pwnie award in the category “Most Overhyped Bug” that year

● Reality: lots and lots of critical vulnerabilities every year, and lots of them are simply not publicly known

● In that same year (from the pwnie award winners):

○ Crafted IGMP packets allowed taking over of Windows servers

○ Debian had accidentally turned off random numbers for SSH servers

○ A large number of critical vulnerabilities were found in Wordpress

● And today?



CVE-2023-42115: Exim4 Pre-Auth Vulnerability

● Exim4 is the most popular e-mail server with an estimated market share of 56.78% (2018)

● Due to the vulnerability, attackers can take over exim servers without requiring any sort of authentication

● This vulnerability was announced on September 27th, 2023
● By exploiting this vulnerability at scale, one can read the majority of the planet’s e-mail messages

● And e-mail to this day is still clear text!



Endless stream of vulnerabilities

● Beyond “internet killing bugs”, there is an endless stream of other vulnerabilities

● Common Vulnerability Enumeration (CVE) identifiers are assigned for publicly known vulnerabilities

● 25,029 CVE identifiers were assigned in 2022 alone

● Exponential growth of assigned CVE identifiers in the last years

● Simply managing vulnerability information has become a task in its own right



But fear not, we have the means to enumerate them



2009: cat /proc/sys/net/ipv4/fuckups

● Key message: bugs are plentiful and you can combine them
● Idea: drop a whole lot of vulnerabilities in a single talk at 

Europe’s largest hacker conference - at Christmas time

● Provide an anti thesis to the idea of the “grand bug” in favour of 

the many little bugs that one can combine as an attacker

● A chaotic talk on zero-day vulnerabilities in …

○ Ethernet drivers (the layer beneath TCP/IP)

○ TCP/IP and firewall implementations

○ Poisoining of proxy server caches (server side)

○ Instant messaging applications (client side)



At the edge of the network

● Off-path DNS attack is relevant when the attacker 

cannot monitor/modify communication between 

DNS servers

● If the attacker can monitor/modify it, then 

randomization does not matter because all the 

information is available

● Immediate effect: if the attacker has control 
over your router/modem, then they can poison 
your DNS resolver with ease.

● We did a bit of research on home plastic routers in 

2021, finding them easy to fully take over

● How did we do that?



Hacking home routers

● With the shift to the home office, hacking 

home routers has been increasingly interesting

● Code quality is low, monitoring does not exist 

in these networks

● Asked guy from computer repair shop to get 

the serial port on the router working

● Promised him that he’d be on the slides

● Dumped code off of the device

● Decompiled the code

● Queried code for common vulnerabilities

● Read code for one day

● Wrote exploit for three days



Stack-based buffer overflow

● The flaw is as vanilla as it gets

● Copying of data received over the network into a buffer of static size that is too small to hold it

● Reported to vendor: no response.



The depressing part: smashing the stack… (1996)

● Famous paper in phrack about exploiting 

stack-based buffer overflow vulnerabilities 

is from the mid 90s!

● Memory on the program stack is 

corrupted, ultimately leading to execution 

of attacker-provided code

● Various defense mechanisms have since 

been deployed to make exploitation 

harder, and in some cases, impossible

● Yet…



2023: Still corrupting memory… in disbelief

● On the right: conference T-shirt (2019) for 

“OffensiveCon”, and entire conference centered 

around memory corruption

● How is this still an issue?

○ There is still a lot of C/C++ code out there in 

security critical components, including 

network equipment, browsers, operating 

systems

○ Again: fix exists in theory (memory safe 

languages for low-level programming, e.g., 

Rust) but adoption takes time

○ People seem to like managing their own 

memory (like driving without a seat belt)



What has improved: usage of SSL/TLS

● Example: impact of DNS cache poisoning vulnerabilities are limited if SSL/TLS is widely deployed and 

certificates are validated correctly => if you do end up speaking to the wrong host, a warning is presented

● “Let’s Encrypt”-Project has significantly increased the use of SSL/TLS on the internet

● In effect, a user may still be redirected to a malicious website but that website usually does not have the valid 

SSL/TLS certificate



“Widely adopted” doesn’t mean “adopted where it would matter”
● Example: the government website “bizportal.gov.za” still allows HTTP (without SSL/TLS)

● In effect, it is not possible to know if you are speaking to the right website as you enter your data

● It also means that anyone on the network path can see what you enter



Side note: that particular website is a security catastrophe





In summary

● Design vulnerabilities in core internet protocols are hard to address and are often insufficiently addressed

● Security can be built “on top” while replacing components is hard => increased complexity

● As the tech stack becomes increasingly complex, the number of vulnerabilities increases

● The potential this creates to creatively combine multiple issues to craft powerful attacks is mind blowing

● Memory corruption flaws are still a major concern, although they are harder to come by in certain well audited 

components, e.g., browsers, web servers.

● Exploits for these vulnerabilities have become more time consuming to produce due to mitigations

● Meanwhile, the security product industry continues to sell shiny boxes, snake oil, and compliance certificates, 

but that is a topic for another talk.



Enjoy the session!
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